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North Fork Wolf Creek Lane #4
Target Shooting Issues

- Unsafe situations for visitors to state forests and for ODF employees and contractors working on the forests.
- Conflict with other recreation users.
- Environmental impacts.
- Sanitation
- Increased fire risk
- Additional costs to the agency

ODF has does not have the authority to regulate target shooting on state forest land. See ORS 166.170

Issues exist primarily on state forests areas closest to larger metro areas.

Policies, management strategies, and program capacity have not kept pace with the growth, intensity, scope and scale of target shooting activity.
Target Shooting Forest User Conflict Map
Conceptual End in Mind

Recreational target shooting has a long history on the state forests and is a supported and sustainable use that integrates well with the other activities on the forest and has:

- Low safety, conflict, sanitation, and environmental issues
- Low fire hazard risks and costs
- Partners and partnerships that support the activity
Partnership Project
North Fork Wolf Creek
Target Shooting Lanes

ODF collaborated with Trash No Land and other target shooting partners on target shooting lane design and construction.

Project funded in part by a NRA Foundation Grant awarded to Trash No Land. Trash No Land facilitated the contract for construction work.
Target Shooting on Public Land
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